or nearly 30 years prior to
the development of the .44
Magnum, Elmer Keith carried a .44 Special daily
while guiding, hunting,
and even while serving as
deputy in Lemhi County,
Idaho. He experimented
extensively to improve the relatively weak factory loads that
drove a 246-grain lead bullet at around
fps. Using a handload featuring a 250grain cast bullet of his own design (Lyman mold
. 429421) in strong Colt and S&W revolvers, he
achieved 1,200 fps, which made it significantly more powerful than either the .357 Magnum or .45 Colt. Keith's
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handloads were the genesis of the .44 Magnum, one of the
most popular revolver cartridges to this day
Keith owned many .44 Special sixguns, but his favorite
was a highly modified Colt SM that he referred to as "No.
5." It's perhaps the most recognized custom revolver of the
20th century, with a fascinating history.
In 1927, while homesteading in Durkee, Oregon, Keith
corresponded with Harold Croft of Philadelphia. Croft was
very skeptical regarding the long-range sixgunning that
Keith had written about in American Rifleman, and challenged his statements. Croft decided to pay Keith a visit at
his ranch-a visit that lasted a month and resulted in a
close friendship. Croft brought along a "suitcase full of sixguns," four of which were highly customized experimental
Colt Single Actions numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4. (As a sidenote,
Croft soon learned that Keith was indeed for real, as he
www.gunsandammomag.com

demonstrated long-range sixgunning at 700 yards by
hitting a four-foot square target with a variety of
Croft's revolvers!)
These sixguns are known today as the Croft
Featherweights, and each was chambered in .45
Colt. Each had its frame lightened by removing
excess metal from the rear of the recoil shield (on
each side of the hammer) and along the sides of the
lower frame. Numbers 1 and 3 were altered from a
Colt SAA frame, while 2 and 4 were from a Bisley.
Guns 2, 3 and 4 featured experimental grip frames
and featured adjustable sights on 4114 and 41/2-inch
barrels. Various base pin latches were part of the
experiments, as were more durable mainsprings.
These features were the brainchild of Croft, but the
custom work was performed by the finest craftsmen
of the era. R.F Sedgley (famous for his high-grade
Model1903 custom Springfields) made the base pin
latches, welded the frames and grip frames and performed final finishing. Neal Houchins made the
stocks, fitted the barrels and cylinders, and fine
tuned the actions. Keith wrote the Croft guns up in
the September 1928 issue of American Rifleman.

Although Keith was very fond of the Croft guns, he
wanted to design one to his own specificationsblending the best ideas of Croft, Sedgley and
Houchins-which would become the No.5. He
began by using a standard Colt Single-Action Army.
It was welded into a flattop configuration, which
extended back over the top of the hammer, where
the adjustable rear sight was dovetailed into place.
The grip frame was altered like the No. 3 Croft by
using a Bisley backstrap and an SAA triggerguard.
These parts did not simply bolt together, but had to
be welded, shaped and re-welded. It was a major
undertaking to bring about proper shape and fit.
The hammer was a hybrid with a Bisley spur and
an SAA bottom half, which connected to a rather
unconventional U-shaped mainspring that was less
prone to breakage. A new 51/2-inch Colt .44 Special
barrel and cylinder were installed. The base pin head
is very large-three-quarters of an inch long-and
shaped like an hourglass for easy removal in cold
weather or when the gun became dirty.
A clever base pin latch was designed that consisted
of a little lever mounted to the front of the frame that
pivoted the upper half into a slot in the base pin,
holding it firmly The front sight was adjustable for
elevation. Stocks were of carved elephant ivory, fea-

The repro No. 5 features the vintage barrel marking "Russian and
S&W Special44." The outsized "hour glass" base pin head is
designed for easy removal in cold weather.
www.gunsandammomag.com
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work, particularly caliber conversions.
But he's also known for creating very
high-grade custom revolvers displaying
superb workmanship. His work is best
described as modern technology and
precision blended with Old World
craftsmanship. Obviously, he was the
right man for this job.
As of this writing, the original No. 5 is
not available for study, but we had a couple of very
lucky breaks with a set of never-before- published

black and white photos showing many
details of the revolver that could not be
seen in books or magazines. Also, there
was a grip tracing taken in 1973 by Dan
Love that allowed us to duplicate the
original grip frame perfectly Without
these two items, an exact duplicate
would not have been possible.
I began by purchasing two frames- in
the white-from United States Fire Arms
Manufacturing Co. in SM Flattop configuration. They
are the straightest, finest quality SM-style frames available today and preferred to all others. I purchased two
because it seemed appropriate to create two No. 5s-a
plain working version and a high-grade gun fully
engraved with carved ivory stocks like the original.
This project took more than a year to complete.
Bowen masterfully welded the frame, shaped the top
strap and grip frame, fitted a Douglas barrel and
machined the sights from scratch. He also made the
base pin and base pin latch. It was then ready for the
specialized talents of several others.
Doug Turnbull roll-marked the barrel with proper
vintage address and caliber lines. It was then ready for
the Gough-style scroll engraving, which would be executed by master engraver Dan Love. Love was clearly
the right man for the job, as he had known Keith and
had handled and admired the original No.5.
The elephant ivory grips were fitted and carved by
Paul Persinger, who
crafts the finest ivory
stocks I've ever seen. The
Mexican emblem carved
in the right panel is a
work of art in itself.
Finally, Doug Turnbull
applied the final finish,
which is a spectacular
rust blueing. This produces a color and
depth-particularly with
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No matter how beautiful, Keith wouldn't
have countenanced a gun that wouldn't
shoot. Judging by these playing cards, he
wouldn't have had to worry very much
about the repro No. 5's performance.

Two No. 5s were reproduced by Bowen Classic
Arms. At left is the
high-grade version
that features fullcoverage engraving
and ivory g,ips, while
a working ·

The hand-carved El Paso Saddlery holster and
belt is the Model.1920 Threepersons. It's the
author's favorite holster, as it carries the gun
high, in line with the body and out of the way.
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